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Abstract—New techniques for managing, specifying, and analyzing requirements in software engineering projects are frequently presented by consultants and agile trainers. However, the effectiveness of these techniques is not evaluated in a rigorous manner, leaving practitioners with the question “Will it work in our company?” In this paper, we investigate the performance of a user story refinement technique named Example Mapping (EM). This is a time-boxed workshop in which people from different disciplines work collaboratively in order to refine, or clarify, a user story with the use of examples. The creation of such examples is intended not only to obtain a more precise specification, but also and mostly to achieve shared understanding on the user story to develop among the team members. We investigate the performance of EM via two longitudinal case studies. To enable a rigorous validation of EM, we first define the Refinement Evaluation Tool (RET), a survey-based measurement instrument that extends the Method Evaluation Model with questions that cover the shared understanding dimension. The results from our case studies show that EM contributes to the shared understanding within a team; certain conditions are necessary: the user stories should not be too small-sized. We also investigated the learning effect for EM; our data indicates that two sessions are generally necessary for the team members to use the technique effectively.

Index Terms—Example Mapping, Shared Understanding, Refinement, User Stories

I. INTRODUCTION

Many of the recent innovations in software engineering have been proposed and made popular by industry professionals and trainers. The manifesto for agile software development [1] is a prime example, alongside general techniques such as Scrum, Kanban and DevOps, as well as more specific approaches such as test-driven development [2], behavior-driven development such as the Gherkin approach [3], and user stories [4].

These industrial innovations are made necessary by the increasing need for speed in the software development landscape [5] and by the fierce competition. However, they lack a rigorous empirical validation that a practitioner may consider when deciding whether to switch to a new technique, which one to choose, and what are the contextual factors that make a technique suitable for the situation at hand.

We study one specific innovation that pertains to requirements engineering (RE): Example Mapping (EM) [6]. This is a short workshop in which people from different disciplines gather in order to refine a software increment (a requirement), through the definition of examples of how the increment should function. EM adopts the principles of the Three Amigos: an increment should be studied from multiple perspectives, i.e., business, development, and testing. An EM session, therefore, may involve a product owner, a lead developer, and a quality assurance member who need to agree on the criteria for implementing and validating a user story.

Through two longitudinal case studies in two organizations, we investigate the performance of EM as a technique to refine a user story. While doing so, we focus on one crucial feature of EM: its ability to raise shared understanding (SU) among the team members involved with that user story. At the end of an EM session, the involved team members should converge to a high degree on what that user story entails.

Note that shared understanding has been acknowledged as an important factor in RE [7], [8], especially when software development adopts agile methodologies. Informal and frequent communication has been considered a crucial part of Agile Requirements Engineering (RE) [9]. The agile manifesto [1] makes this clear through its principles “individuals and interactions over processes and tools” and “working software over comprehensive documentation.”

To provide a thorough answer to the how does it work? question, we first construct the Refinement Evaluation Tool (RET): a performance measurement instrument that allows evaluating refinement techniques. The RET builds on and extends the well-known Method Evaluation Model [10] by adding questions that allow measuring the shared understanding within a team.

In our case studies, we use the RET as a probing tool. In addition to measuring the performance in a quantitative fashion, we focus on two contextual factors: (i) the characteristics of a user story that makes it suitable for use within an EM session; and (ii) the learning curve for a team to master the use of EM within a session effectively.

In this paper, we make two contributions to RE research and practice:

- We present two longitudinal studies on the effectiveness of EM sessions that zooms in on factors that affect EM’s suitability and its learning curve;
- We propose the RET tool as a practical, yet theoretically founded, instrument for studying the effectiveness of requirements refinement techniques.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we present an overview of EM. In Section III, we discuss
the notion of SU and its importance in RE. We introduce the RET tool in Section IV. We outline the research method in Section V. Section VI reports on the case studies, while Section VII presents a cross-case analysis. Finally, we conclude and present future directions in Section VIII.

II. EXAMPLE MAPPING

In this research, we evaluate Example Mapping (EM). This is a technique for organizing TA sessions that was introduced by Matt Wynne in 2015 [6]. This is an example of an industrial innovation which, besides inspiring agile trainers, has triggered the creation of variants, such as Feature Mapping [11].

In a TA session, people from different disciplines come together to refine a user story. Originally, this meant having someone present in the workshop from the business, software development and quality assurance (i.e., testing) perspective. Organizing TA sessions is expected to result in “a clearer description of an increment of work often in the form of examples, leading to a shared understanding for the team” [12].

![Example Mapping output for a train reservation system.](image)

**Fig. 1.** Example Mapping output for a train reservation system.

Fig. 1 shows an example of EM output concerning a train reservation scenario. Four different types of cards can be used:

- **Story**: a yellow card\(^1\) that represents a user story, often in an abbreviated form. In the figure, the story states that in the system to-be, no more than 70% of the train capacity can be booked (so as to allow people to buy tickets at the train station);
- **Rule**: a blue card that refines the condition stated by the story while summarizing a bunch of examples. For example, the story in the figure is refined to three rules that state that (i) orders should be allowed when occupancy is below 70% capacity; (ii) no orders should be possible when this would increase the occupancy above 70%; and (iii) no orders should be possible when occupancy is already above 70%;
- **Example**: a green card that presents a concrete situation that illustrates the rule. In the figure, the example on the left shows that booking is possible when it would lead to occupancy of exactly 70%; the one in the middle shows that a booking where 29 out of 40 spots is forbidden, while the example on the right shows—with a mix of text and picture—that when 14/20 spots are already booked, new bookings should not be allowed;
- **Question**: a red card that represents questions that are revealed through the user story refinement session. These may need to be discussed in further meetings. For example, in Figure 1, three questions arise: Is there a fixed amount of seats on a train? Can a booking be split across coaches? Should the first coach be filled up first, or can bookings be distributed across coaches?

The process of an EM session is rather free format. The starting point is selecting the user story, from the backlog, that will be refined during the session. Then, if a business representative such as a stakeholder, product owner or business analyst is present, they may first introduce the story with some initial information on what it is about. After picking out the user story to refine and possibly giving some initial information, the EM session can start. There is no prescribed order for the writing of the cards: while one team may start from examples and then generalize them into rules, another may take a more top-down approach.

III. SHARED UNDERSTANDING

Shared understanding (SU) is a term that has become popular in agile software development, and previous research has shown that it increases team performance and software quality [13]–[15]. Still, there are numerous variants of this term, with different definitions. As TA session techniques consider shared understanding of a user story to be a key benefit, it is important to define what exactly is shared understanding, how it is built, and what are enablers and inhibitors.

According to Glinz and Fricker [7], multiple situations of SU exist: (i) true implicit shared understanding, (ii) true explicit shared understanding, (iii) false implicit shared understanding, and (iv) false explicit shared understanding. These situations define both the way information is shared as well as its correctness. Implicit shared understanding regards non-specified knowledge, whereas explicit shared understanding mostly regards written down concepts.

\(^1\)The card coloring is recommended, not prescribed. Also, there is no fixed structure for the contents of the cards.
A. Research embedding of shared understanding

Cooke et al. [16] have investigated shared cognition and team cognition in cognitive sciences; they argue that the focus should be on processes and interactions at a team level instead of on an individual level. They explain the difference between team cognition and shared cognition: the former is about a group as a whole, whereas the latter refers to individual cognition. They note several issues regarding the definition of shared cognition in relation to team cognition. Therefore, they propose Interactive Team Cognition (ITC) as an alternative theory to shared or team cognition. In ITC, they define team cognition as an activity rather than a property or product as it is often defined. Team cognition is “an emergent, dynamic activity that is not attributable to any one component of the team, nor the shared cognition of the team members, but to the team members as a whole as it interacts in the face of a changing, uncertain environment.” This theory is acknowledged by other research, although the view of team cognition as a property or product is also still prevailing and used more in research than ITC [17], [18]. In this research, we investigate an interactive technique. Therefore, considering the interaction itself as part of SU will be essential to our research.

Team cognition should be measured and studied on a team level, rather than on an individual level, and is always tied to context. Where an assumption of “traditional” team cognition theories is that the cognition of the team equals the sum of all individuals’ shared cognition in that team, ITC does not make this assumption: team cognition can be both more or less than that of the sum of the individuals’ cognition.

Another important implication about ITC is that facilitating team member interactions for sharing information in a timely and adaptive manner is more effective than the distribution of content or presenting more information to more team members. This implies that activities such as TA sessions are expected to increase team cognition.

Wildman et al. [17] conducted a literature review on team cognition across multiple disciplines. They determine five domains in which team cognition is most often researched: team mental models, transactive memory systems, situation awareness, strategic consensus, and team cognition as interaction. Team mental models are defined as the similarities of mental models of members of a team and the accuracy of those mental models. The definition of transactive memory systems is two-fold: it regards both the knowledge of individuals in a group, as well as the processes used to “encode, store, and retrieve that knowledge” [19]. The second part of this definition corresponds with the focus on interaction of ITC.

Whereas research on team mental models and transactive memory systems consider team cognition to be a relatively stable concept, research on team situation awareness generally considers it to be a dynamic construct that changes quickly. However, situation awareness overlaps with team mental models [17].

Strategic consensus is most studied in literature concerning top management teams and is defined as a “team’s shared understanding regarding the high-level strategic goals of the team or organization” [17]. Albeit a different focus than the other research domains, shared understanding is generally considered as the degree of agreement or sharedness between individuals [20], making its concepts similar to the other domains. Lastly, team cognition as interaction refers to team cognition as purely the dynamic interactions or processes that occur between team members. This research domain includes the theory on ITC and considers team cognition as communication between team members itself, rather than considering the communication between team members as a process that builds team cognition, as is the case with for example transactive memory systems.

In their research, Wildman and colleagues have come up with context-dependent recommendations on how to measure team cognition [17]. In order to select the appropriate technique to analyze team cognition, the first question to answer is if team cognition is conceptualized as the structure of knowledge or as team interaction. After that, one or two more questions need to be answered, from which a recommended way of data collection is provided. Observation and self-reported perceptions of team cognition are the two prevailing options.

B. Shared understanding in this research

For the purpose of this research, where a TA session technique is investigated, both the knowledge of individuals and the interactions to convey information to one another are important. As the technique we investigate is itself an interactive activity, SU should include the interaction aspect that is described in theories such as ITC.

However, it cannot focus solely on the interaction. Although creating shared understanding may be the primary goal of a TA session, in the end, the user story should be implemented as intended in order to create software of high quality. Therefore, team cognition cannot focus solely on the interaction but should also include the team members’ individual knowledge on the subject.

The definition of transactive memory systems most closely resembles this, as it also considers both the knowledge itself and processes around it. However, research on transactive memory systems often focuses on the dispersion of knowledge, rather than on knowledge that all team members possess, while TA sessions put emphasis on sharing information with team members in order to all get the same understanding.

Lewis has created a list of questions used to measure transactive memory systems [21]. He distinguishes three different dimensions within transactive memory systems: (i) knowledge specialization, (ii) credibility, and (iii) coordination. Knowledge specialization refers to the dispersion of knowledge. This is a general view within research on transactive memory systems due to a different interpretation of the term shared understanding. Shared can mean that the knowledge is known to everyone and is overlapping, or that it is divided amongst team members, as is the case with research on transactive memory systems. With credibility, it is evaluated if people trust
the knowledge of others. Coordination refers to the process through which knowledge is shared. In this research, refinement techniques are investigated. Therefore, the coordination section of this research is especially valuable.

As such, we define SU as “the implicit and explicit knowledge that is shared amongst team members both as a structure and as a process.” Besides that, at least two different types of teams exist: the development team as a whole and the team that performs the TA session.

IV. THE REFINEMENT EVALUATION TOOL

We describe the Refinement Evaluation Tool (RET), a measurement instrument for measuring the effectiveness of a user story refinement session.

Relatedness ratings [17] are a way of measuring the actual knowledge in a team. They test individual knowledge, where domain concepts are compared to one another by participants in terms of relatedness [22]. However, a technique like this will not work well for this research. User stories are only small increments of a larger product: there are not many concepts that are unique to a single user story (for example, for an information system, there may be dozens of user stories to manipulate the user profile concept). This makes it difficult to test the knowledge on a specific user story based on a TA session about that user story. The recommendations by Wildman and colleagues to measure SU as self-reported perceptions of knowledge and process fit best with this research.

In order to measure user perception within information system design methods or techniques, the Method Evaluation Model (MEM) has been proposed by Moody [10]. The MEM evaluates a method or a technique by means of perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and intention to use, based on a questionnaire. Since shared understanding is an essential aspect of EM, this aspect should also be incorporated in the measurement of performance for a refinement technique. A link between SU and effectiveness has been observed in various studies [23]–[25]. However, previous research seems inconclusive with regards to how SU influences efficiency [13], [26]. As such, we expand the MEM to incorporate this aspect. The proposed new model, which we call Refinement Evaluation Tool (RET), is shown in Fig. 2. In the RET, SU is only tied to effectiveness and not to efficiency. Perceived SU is also added, as this is what shall be tested, which is linked to the perceived usefulness of the technique.

A. Full Questionnaire

The RET is operationalized via a questionnaire, listed in our online appendix2. The questions on perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and intention to use are adapted from the Method Evaluation Model [10]. SU is built up as a combination of coordination and shared knowledge in the questionnaire:

2Our online appendix includes the questionnaire as well as the responses collected through the two case studies reported in this paper: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5068421

- The coordination questions evaluate the interaction between team members and are adapted from Lewis [21].
- The shared knowledge questions evaluate if team members perceive they share the same knowledge by the end of the TA session and are adapted from Lim and Klein [27], Smith et al. [14], and Hu et al. [28].

These 11 questions together measure the perceived SU of a participant. Questions are answered on a five-point scale, from strong disagreement to strong agreement.

As per the original MEM, the questions are put in randomized order. Moody took this measure to reduce the possible ceiling effect in which monotonous responses are given to questions regarding the same concept [10]. This was based on the earlier work of Hu et al. [29].

B. Session Questionnaire

The RET can be used for evaluating the performance of a refinement technique. Ideally, in order to measure the learning curve and how the effectiveness of the technique evolves over time, one should employ the questionnaire after every refinement session. However, this is undesirable: some participants may attend all refinement sessions, which may occur once or twice per week, and they may get annoyed with filling in the full questionnaire, thereby influencing their willingness to participate and the quality of their answers. Therefore, we also designed a shortened questionnaire, which can be found in our online appendix. The full questionnaire can be given to participants several times during the case study, at minimum the first and last session of one TA technique. In other sessions, the shortened questionnaire is used.

The shortened questionnaire does not focus on a participant’s perception of the TA technique—which is the case for the full questionnaire—, but rather on the particular session they just had. This way, the perception of both individual sessions and of the technique in general is evaluated.

This session questionnaire adapts the full questionnaire and has four out of five of the same categories. Only intention to use is left out, as this is more about the technique as it is about
a particular session. No reversed questions are asked either, so to keep the questionnaire short.

V. CASE STUDY RESEARCH METHOD

This research adopts the case study research method [30]. Prior to conducting the case studies, we did perform the planning phase, which led to the protocol shown in Fig. 3 and described in the following:

1) **Introduction to EM**: the researcher provides a short tutorial (15-20 minutes) on the EM technique to the teams who are going to participate in the case study.

2) **First session**: the first EM session is conducted on one or more user stories that are selected by a team member such as the product owner. The researcher acts as moderator when the interaction is not smooth since this is the first time the participants use EM. At the end of the session, the participants take the long questionnaire as a baseline measurement.

3) **Intermediate sessions**: with a weekly frequency, the participants have one EM session for refining one or more user stories. The researcher still acts as moderator if necessary, although the degree of intervention decreases and (s)he becomes mostly an observer. The session questionnaire is used at the end of each session, except for new participants, who take the long questionnaire.

4) **Last session**: the last session is conducted with the researcher as an observer, and the long questionnaire is delivered so to compare the initial results with the final ones.

5) **End evaluation**: the researcher conducts a group interview with as many participants as possible, with the goal of retrieving qualitative feedback on the technique.

Note that the introduction to EM can be combined with the first session, and the end evaluation with the last session.

**Observation guidelines.** The researcher is expected to attend as many sessions as possible. This allows the researcher also to observe how a session is going from an outside view. This additional observation could give additional insights that the questionnaires filled in by the participants may not, which is why Wildman *et al.* recommend it in their research [17]. Therefore, when using the RET, we propose to take observations regarding:

- All five questions of SU coordination;
- The perceived involvement of participants;
- The order of writing cards;
- Any other remarkable events that occur in the session.

The SU coordination questions can be rated by an observer that is present during the session, whereas all the other categories of the questionnaire cannot. That is why the observer shall only answer the coordination questions. Besides that, a question on “perceived involvement” is added. This question was added as the work of Van den Bossche and colleagues shows that active contribution is necessary to gain a proper SU [31]. Finally, it is interesting to assess whether there is a link between the order of creating cards and the performance of a technique. For example, participants could try and first write down all the rules, write down many examples first, or each time write one rule followed by examples. Besides these three observational items, any additional events should also be noted down. For example, if an outside party disrupts a TA session, this can be noted down as it may have an effect on the performance of said session.

VI. EXAMPLE MAPPING PERFORMANCE

Using the RET, we have conducted two longitudinal case studies in order to evaluate the performance of Example Mapping (EM). The first case study was performed at Fizor (https://fizor.io/), a low-code software development company. The second case study is conducted at a large pension management firm in the Netherlands, which has requested to remain anonymous.

In both case studies, the first author of this paper taught the techniques to the participants and also facilitated the first two sessions in order to help the teams get started.

8 EM sessions were held in the Fizor case study over 7 weeks, whereas 5 sessions were held over 4 weeks in the second case study. Besides using the two RET questionnaires and conducting the observations, we also conducted an end evaluation after the final session with both case studies in order to evaluate the overall study.

The spreadsheets that include the results that we used to create the charts are also available in our online appendix. Results were collected through Google Forms and analyzed in R 4.0.1 using the likert package.
A. Fizor Case Study

The project had an existing set of user stories assigned among several features. For these user stories, no detailed requirements were specified yet. However, each user story had an effort estimation expressed in hours. The user stories were generally small: some user stories would take one or two working days to implement, but the effort of many user stories was estimated between 0.5 to 2 hours of work.

We therefore decided to group those small user stories together as much as possible for some EM sessions, as it was not deemed valuable by the participants to have a 30-minute EM session for a US that would only take 30 minutes to implement too. The Product Owner grouped together user stories that regarded similar functionalities before the sessions took place. The first three sessions regarded one user story, and the remaining five sessions were held by combining 2–9 user stories per session.

1) Overall Results: The overall questionnaire results per aspect of all eight sessions are presented in Fig. 4. In this figure, we combined the results of the long questionnaire with the session questionnaire in order to get an overview of all eight sessions. An exception is intention to use, which is not evaluated in the session questionnaire, but only through the data collected in sessions 1, 2 (a new participant joined in that session), and 8.

![Fig. 4. Per-aspect results for the Fizor case study.](image)

The overall results indicate that SU is rated highly by the participants, both on knowledge and coordination. Knowledge has 88% positive ratings and coordination has 82%. Coordination had some negative ratings, but overall the participants were positive. Interestingly, the results regarding usefulness and ease of use are mildly positive, with a large number of neutral answers. Intention to use is, unsurprisingly, the lowest-scoring aspect, for this is influenced by the other aspects, as shown in Fig. 2.

2) Learning Curve: In order to analyze the sessions in detail, and to assess the learning curve, we created Fig. 5 for the session ratings from participants, together with Fig. 6, which shows the observational ratings of the sessions.

![Fig. 5. Per-session results for the Fizor case (self-reported data): all factors but intention to use are included.](image)

The session ratings are based on all aspects, except for intention to use when the session questionnaire was used, whereas the observation was purely about the process itself and the coordination between team members. Furthermore, Fig. 7 compares side-by-side the evolution per session, when separating the Method Evaluation Model results from the shared understanding questions.

Participation of the team members was not ideal in the first four sessions: of the three participants, one did most of the work. A second participant gave a few comments during one session, while the third participant only contributed when explicitly asked to do so. To improve participation of team members, we had a small intervention before session 5 with the active participant regarding the participation of the other two. We agreed that this participant would try and specifically ask the others at the beginning of the session what they thought was a good way to start the session in terms of rules and examples, rather than taking the initiative himself. This small change gave good results: the other team members participated much more actively in this session by sharing their thoughts and ideas on the user story and how it could be written down as rules and examples.

Besides this intervention, we see a learning effect of EM
during this case study. Ratings have gradually increased since the first session. These improvements show how the team members have started to master the technique and to reap more benefits from it as well. The trend is particularly evident when evaluating our observations in Fig. 5. When splitting the results as in Fig. 7, we can see how both the MEM and SU aspects increase over time, with an evident appreciation of SU aspects throughout the sessions, and some more varied opinion on the method itself especially in the first two sessions.

The trend was also confirmed by interviews held in an end evaluation: participants had become more familiar and comfortable with the EM technique. During this end evaluation, the participants also mentioned that the technique is really useful for getting an organized overview of what a user story represents and giving them insights that they would otherwise have missed. They believe that the technique is mostly valuable for vague or complex user stories or when a user story has multiple possible implementations that can be visualized using EM. On the other hand, they also believe that user stories that are very small or straightforward are not worth the effort of refining with EM.

Overall, participants became positive about the technique. Combining all the above facts, we can conclude that EM performs well as a technique for user story refinement in the context of this longitudinal case study. However, there may be user stories that are so straightforward or small, for which EM can still be useful but requires more time than desired. Therefore, the grouping of similar user stories can be considered, although we observed that there are limits to the number of user stories that should be grouped for one session. For example, we had sessions where we grouped 5 user stories that still worked out well, but we also had one session with nine grouped user stories and this was deemed too much, causing a lack of focus during the session.

Another consideration is to have many smaller EM sessions with only one straightforward or small user story, or perhaps of only a couple that are grouped. Instead of a 30-minute session, teams could opt to have EM sessions of only ten minutes for these type of user stories. However, shorter EM sessions are not investigated in this research, so no definitive insight on this can be given without further research.

**B. Pension Management Firm Case Study**

The second case study was executed with a software development team at a large pension management firm. In total, five sessions were held over the course of this case study. The team that participated in the case study designs and develops APIs that allow their pension management software to interact with systems from third parties.

At first, we had our concerns if what they develop would not be too technically-focused, and therefore maybe not suitable for EM. However, we have found out that this is not the case, as the results were still positive. The team had to find their way in what they would consider rules and what they would consider examples, which was more difficult due to the technical nature of their products, but they achieved shared understanding on this after the first or second session.

The participating team has been working together on their products for a long time already. Many user stories were already created, of which several from the upcoming sprints were selected for the case study by the Product Owner and Scrum Master of the team. The Product Owner was present during four out of five sessions, and the Scrum Master was present during all. In total, eight team members participated in the sessions. The first session was held with three, after which all sessions had four or five participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Number of Attendees</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unfortunately, we did not have a 100% response rate for the questionnaire. As members of this team often had meetings right after the EM session, they were sometimes unable to immediately fill in the questionnaire and then forgot to fill
it in later. This is a threat to the validity of the data as it is incomplete. In the end, all eight participants did fill in the long questionnaire. However, the session questionnaire was only filled in nine times. This comes to a total of 17 results, while it should have been 23. This means that we miss six, about 25%, of the responses. To mitigate this threat, we conducted an evaluation after the fourth session, which we triangulate with our observations. An overview of the number of responses and the number of attendees is presented in Table I. The difference between the number of attendees and responses shows the missing responses per session.

1) Overall Results: The results per aspect are shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, we can observe that SU knowledge is rated the highest with 86% positive responses, of which also more than one-third is also rated very positively. Ease of use is also rated highly, with 84% positive responses. It is impressive that ease of use is rated so highly, despite the team’s difficulty at the beginning of the case study of defining the difference between rules and examples. This difficulty may, however, have affected on the other three aspects, which are still rated positively, but significantly lower than knowledge and ease of use. Coordination, usefulness and intention to use are rated positively for 68%, 66% and 50% of the ratings, respectively.

2) Learning Curve: To analyze the sessions individually, we present the self-reported values per session in Fig. 9, our observations in Fig. 10, and we split MEM and SU in Fig. 11. By comparing the observation results with the total aspect results, we see that coordination was rated by the observer much higher than the team did themselves. This may be because this team is already very good in this aspect by themselves and are therefore more critical about it. They had seemingly good discussions during the meetings, which is why coordination was observed very positively, but perhaps this is a considered “normal” to them. Also, this case study started around the end of the Fizor case study, where proper coordination was a challenge at first. This may have influenced the subjective observation of this case study, where coordination went a lot better.

Overall, the results from this case study are positive. During the second session, EM was not a right fit for the user story, and the session turned mostly into brainstorming. However, even then, the Three Amigos principles of only having one person from each discipline, as opposed to the whole team, still helped to make it a beneficial session to the participants. The TA principles helped to make the meetings effective and efficient. In other sessions, where the entire team was present, the EM outputs were used as a guide for further refinement, and they provided a good overview of the functional requirements and acceptance criteria of the user story.

A learning effect was also observed during this case study. The self-reported data shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 shows a generally positive opinion and an improving trend both on the method and on shared understanding, with the exception of the second session, as explained earlier. These findings were also mentioned during the end evaluation, where a participant mentioned that the sessions went better from the third session onward. The participants also added that the EM output was also valuable to other team members who were not present during the refinement session as it helped for them to quickly see what a user story is about. The Product Owner and Scrum Master of the team also agreed that they want to keep EM
as a part of their way of working after the case study. Even more so, they want to encourage other development teams in their department to also adapt the technique in their ways of working. This indicates that the team is positive about EM and that it has given them added benefits compared to their previous way of working.

From this case study, we conclude that EM performs well under certain conditions, and that the TA aspects help even when EM is not suitable. EM works well in giving structure to a refinement session, and the resulting output gives a good overview of the requirements of a user story.

VII. CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS

Based on the cross-analysis of our case studies, we draw implications for future research and for practitioners who may be interested in adopting EM in their development processes.

In both of our case studies (8 sessions for Fizor, and 5 sessions for pension management firm), we observed that the first couple sessions are necessary for the team to grasp the dynamics of an EM session. This can be seen, for example, in the self-reported values for shared understanding in Fig. 7(b) and in Fig. 11(b). After that, a learning effect is visible and the team starts working in an effective manner. The participants from the pension management firm case also confirmed, in the final interview, that they observed the interaction went smoothly from the third session on. This leads to our first implication on the learning effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implication 1: Learning effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It takes around two sessions, assisted by a moderator, for a team to learn to use EM sessions. Our cases reveal that, starting from the third session, a team should be able to conduct an EM session largely on their own.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the effectiveness of EM in general: for Fizor, EM performed well, especially on both the SU aspects of knowledge and coordination, see Fig. 4. Intention to use was rated neutrally, perhaps influenced by the small size of the user stories. The results for the second case are positive on most aspects, including SU, see Fig. 8. According to the participants, EM helps to give structure to a refinement session and to have a good overview afterwards of the requirements that a user story entails. Moreover, the outputs of the EM sessions were also valuable to other team members that were not present during the session. The team, in fact, continued with the use of EM after this case study and will even encourage other teams to adopt it. Thus, our second implication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implication 2: EM is beneficial for team SU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EM is beneficial for shared understanding within a team, both in terms of knowledge and coordination. The sticky notes produced in an EM session may be used to increase SU for those team members who did not attend the session.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, intention to use is rated lower than the other dimensions. This was expected: as visible in Fig. 2, and as explained in the MEM model, intention to use is affected both by perceived ease of use and by perceived usefulness.

Furthermore, the research reveal an important contextual factor that we could not foresee ahead of time, and that the grey literature behind EM [6] did not mention: the size of the selected user stories for use in an EM session. In the Fizor case, we identified the importance of choosing stories that are not too small. Applying EM to those would be a waste of time: conducting a 30 minutes refinement for a user story with effort estimated to 1 or 2 hours is clearly too expensive. The Fizor participants said that EM would be useful for specific user stories that are vague, big or have different possible implementations, and that small user stories would not require EM sessions. We therefore draw a third implication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implication 3: low-effort USs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contextual factors exist that determine the suitability of EM as a refinement technique. One key factor we identified is that too small user stories, i.e., with an estimated effort of 1-2 hours, are unsuitable. However, it is still possible to use EM by grouping related user stories in the same EM session.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One additional consideration regards the specific technique (EM) or the more general paradigm (Three Amigos sessions). While in this research we measured the effectiveness of EM, in the pension management firm case study, the participants highlighted how TA sessions may be a useful technique for refining user stories in a smaller, yet diverse team, which may lead to shared understanding also thanks to the small number of people who are involved in the discussion. It will be interesting, thus, to investigate to what extent the effectiveness depends on EM, or whether alternative TA approaches, such as feature mapping [11], would also deliver similar results. However, as stated earlier in this section, the participants in the pension management firm case study argued that the specific structure of EM improved their sessions.

We cannot draw any definite conclusion regarding the order in which the EM canvas (the sticky notes) are created. All the participants started with rules, and then added examples to illustrate those rules. While this behavior is quite consistent, it is plausible that this happened because of the training we gave or because of the limited sample size of our case studies.

VIII. Discussion

We present the main conclusions, discuss threats to validity, and sketch directions for future research.

A. Conclusions

This research has investigated the effectiveness of requirements refinement techniques, in particular example mapping, via longitudinal case studies conducted in two organizations. To do so, we have proposed the Refinement Evaluation Tool, a performance measurement instrument for refinement techniques with an emphasis on shared understanding.

The research has practical relevance, as we provide insights into the performance of EM and state several conditions when technique may be more or less suitable. In particular, EM is an industry-pushed technique, and we attempted to move first steps toward a rigorous assessment of its effectiveness, beyond the claims of the agile coaches who promote its use.

We have found TA sessions result in a good SU among the team members, which previous research has shown to improve overall team performance [7]. As such, this research can act as a guidance for teams that are considering different refinement techniques. They can either rely on the results for EM that are presented in this paper, or re-use the measurement tool RET for their own setting, prior to adopting the technique widely in their organizational context.

B. Threats to validity

A first limitation is the number of cases that were researched. As this was mainly qualitative research, results are context-specific, which makes generalization difficult. We tried to mitigate this threat by having two data sources for each case, namely the questionnaires and observations. Given the consistency in our findings across the two cases, we believe the findings do hold for teams that are in a similar context as the ones we have researched, but additional case studies in different contexts are necessary for further generalization.

A second limitation is that the longitudinal case studies did not allow us to investigate how TA sessions affect long-term aspects. Our initial plan was to have case studies that would last around three months, which would also allow us to investigate how EM outputs might affect the implementation of a software increment. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our initial case studies had been canceled and new studies had to be found and set up. These new longitudinal case studies did not allow us to investigate the long-term effects, which is why that aspect was refrained from the research.

The COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact on a team’s way of working. As everyone had to suddenly work from home, this itself may have already been a big adjustment for them. A limitation of this research is that part of it may have actually been people trying out TA sessions in online tools, rather than researching the techniques themselves. This is because it was new for many people to switch to an all-online work environment. As such, we have likely also assessed online platforms and refining together remotely, rather than just a TA session technique. This is a risk to the validity of the research. The severity is likely to be low, as teams already had one or two months to adjust to the new situation before the case studies actually started. The participants had mentioned that they were already used to the new situation for a large part. However, additional research in the future would help to support our findings.

C. Outlook

Future research can be conducted to mitigate or even remove the limitations of this research. Having other cases by itself already helps greatly to support generalizing the findings. By conducting more case studies, additional insights can be obtained as to which contexts enable or disable TA session techniques to perform well. Also, a longitudinal case study could be conducted in which the refined user stories are also actually implemented during the course of the case study so long-term effects can be researched. By looking at the entire software development cycle, insights could be found about TA session techniques that we were unable to find.

Additionally, research could be conducted to investigate the RET in more detail. The questionnaire is based on previous research and also partially validated in combination with the observations, but further research will be valuable to validate or improve the tool. This research can also validate how well the tool adapts to other refinement techniques, as the current tool has a focus on the combination of rules, examples and questions as used in EM.
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